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Abstract: This framework introduces a new automatic image forgery detection approach that involves four main stages 

like (i) Illumination map computation, (ii) Face detection, (iii) Feature extraction, and (iv) Classification. Initially, the 

processing of input image is exploited by means of illumination map estimation, which acquires two computation processes 

called Gray world estimates and Inverse-Intensity chromaticity. Subsequent to this, the Viola-Jones algorithm is employed 

for the face detection process, which is the second phase, in order to detect the face image clearly. Once after the detection 

process, the obtained facial image is subjected to feature extraction. For this, Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) is 

exploited that extract the facial features from the image. After this, the classification process is carried out for the extracted 

facial features by employing the Neural Network (NN) classifier. On the whole, this paper mainly concerned over the 

optimization concept, in which the weight of the NN is optimally selected by using the renowned optimization algorithm 

named Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA). To the end, the performance of the implemented model is compared over the 

other classical models like k-nearest neighbor (kNN), NN and Support Vector Machine (SVM) regarding certain measures 

like Accuracy, Sensitivity, and Specificity.  
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1. Introduction  

In recent times, the communication media has fed up with images. According to the belief, all know that 

the image depicts more truth on any situation or incident than words. On taking the past, the images 

have to be manipulated based on the professional knowledge that produced by classical film cameras 

having complicated dark-room equipment that makes critical to average users. The attainment of the 

image is easier then because of the economical devices. Thereby made possible to record, store and share 

the large count of images. Nowadays the digital image plays a significant role in human life. Because of 

the enormous growth in the image processing methods, with the availability of image modification tools 

any modification in the images can be done. These modifications cannot be recognized by human eyes. 

Hence, identification of the image integrity is very important in today‟s life. 

Many image processing [13] [15] techniques have been introduced in this advance era of digital 

images. As the same, the digital image forgery detection is also on increase as because of the increase in 

image editing software tools.  

The software tools are used to edit the images and they undergo various processing steps and hence 

seemed so photorealistic that the normal human eyes cannot detect the forgery that made over the 

image. Because of this corollary, the appearance of manipulated images is on increase rate whereby 

directs to reduce in trust over the visual content. Therefore, image authenticity is not given as granted. 

The originality of the image information is provoked now with the technological advancement of forgery 

tools.  

Hence, an alternative path is determined by the research community to authenticate the image and 

called it digital image forensics. One of the authentication techniques is the forgery detection technique 

that considers the original image has posed inherent patterns, where several imaging devices or the 

processing is presented. As because of the sophisticated and advanced processing tools, the image forgery 

detection [11] [12] [14] has become complicated. On this case, various current approaches are evolved by 

the researchers for detecting the forgery within the image.  
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This work has attempted to introduce a new automatic image forgery detection approach using four 

phases namely, (i) Illumination map computation, (ii) Face detection, (iii) Feature extraction, and 

(iv)Classification. Illumination map estimation is the first phase, which has two processes. The Viola-

Jones algorithm is adopted for the face detection process and the feature extraction is made by using the 

GLCM structure. The next step is classification, where the classification of extracted features is done 

using NN classifier. Finally, the optimization process is involved, which optimizes the weight of NN by 

deploying the WOA algorithm. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the Literature review 

on image forgery detection. Section 3 explains the proposed forgery detection model. Section 4 depicts 

Whale Optimization based NN training. Section 5 delineates the results and their discussions. Section VI 

ends the paper. 

2 Literature Survey 

2.1 Related Works 

In 2017, Farooq et al. [1] have proposed an approach to detect the image forgery with multiple types. 

Here, an image forgery technique has been developed based on spatial rich model (SRM) with local 

binary pattern (LBP). For examining the performance-to-model dimensionality trade-off, diverse sub-

model selection structures were introduced and reviewed. The feature was classified as diverse forgery 

classes by means of Ensemble multi-class classifier. The simulation of the proposed structure has been 

evolved from IEEE IFS-TC image forensics dataset that was comprised of 10 various forgeries type. The 

outcome has revealed that the implemented model has better efficiency with the accuracy of 98.4%. 

In 2017, Jeronymo et al. [2] have presented a model for image forgery detection, named error level 

analysis (ELA) in lossy compressed digital images and the automatic wavelet soft-thresholding were used 

to filter the noisy components. The recompression of the lossy compressed image was made with ELA at 

an identified error rate and the computation of absolute differences among these images called error 

levels was made. This paper has implemented the lowpass filter via wavelet thresholding. Where 

attenuates the error level noises. This paper has the main concentration on examining the Daubechies 

wavelets with semi-automatic soft-thresholding for enlightening the image forgeries.  

In 2016, Oommen et al. [3] have introduced a hybrid model on the basis of singular value 

decomposition (SVD) and local fractal dimension (LFD) for effective localization and detection of image‟s 

duplicated regions. Initially, the image was segmented as fixed size blocks and has computed the local 

fractal dimension. The inherent computational complexity of fractal approaches has been decreased by 

arranging the image blocks in the B+ tree on the basis of LFD values. By deploying the singular values, 

block pairs in every segment have been compared, in order to determine the regions that demonstrate 

the increased similitude. The experimental outcome has demonstrated that the implemented model has 

effective performance in the detection of multiple forgeries inside the image.  

In 2015, Pun et al. [4] have proposed the narrative copy-move forgery detection technique by means 

of feature point matching and adaptive over-segmentation. The implemented structure has incorporated 

the keypoint-based and block-based forgery detection approaches. Initially, the segmentation of the host 

image has been made as irregular blocks and nonoverlapping adaptively using the adaptive over-

segmentation method. After that, the extraction of feature points from every block was made for 

indicating the suspected forgery regions approximately. For the precise detection of forgery regions, the 

forgery region extraction approach was introduced that substitutes the small superpixels for feature 

points. Now the neighboring blocks were merged for generating the merged regions. To the end, the 

merged regions were applied with the morphological operation, in order to produce the detected forgery 

regions. The analysis has explained that the implemented model has superior detection outcomes than 

any other forgery detection approaches.  

In 2018, Mayer et al. [5] have developed a narrative method on the basis of perceiving localized 

Lateral Chromatic Aberration (LCA) inconsistencies for detecting the regions of the forged image. For 

this purpose, a statistical approach has been proposed for capturing the inconsistency among the local 

and global estimates of LCA. This method has been used as a preposition testing problem in forgery 

detection and extracts the detection statistic. A sequence of investigation has been made to examine the 

detection efficacy. Further, a new and effective LCA estimation method has been proposed. In order to 

attain this, a block matching approach namely diamond search was adopted. The experimental analysis 

has shown that the implemented model has decreased tome on estimation with no presentation of extra 

estimation error.  
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3 Proposed Forgery Detection Model 

In this research work, a new automatic image forgery detection approach is proposed, which consist of 

four stages namely, (i) Illumination map computation, (ii) Face detection, (iii) Feature extraction, and (iv) 

Classification. Firstly, the input image is processed by illumination map which adapts two computation 

processes. The next step is the face detection process, where the Viola-Jones algorithm is deployed to 

detect the face from the image. After the face detection process, the input is subjected to feature 

extraction. In this, GLCM [20] and LVP based feature extraction are exploited to extract the facial image 

features. The final step is the classification, where the extracted facial features are classified using the 

NN classifier. The main objective of this framework defines the optimization concept, where the selection 

of optimal weight in NN is made. For this purpose, a renowned meta-heuristic optimization algorithm is 

deployed, named WOA. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall artwork of the proposed image forgery detection 

approach.  
 Input image 

Illumination map estimation 

 Gray world estimates 

 
Inverse intensity 

chromaticity 

estimation 

 

Illuminant map 

Viola-Jones 

algorithm 

Face detected 

image 

GLCM-based 

feature 

extraction 

NN based 

classification 
Forgery/ Original 

 
Fig 1. Art of the proposed image forgery detection model 

3.1 Computation of Illumination Map 

This section is about the estimation on the illumination map. The Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher [6] are 

used for the segmentation of superpixels that appeared from the input image. The entire individual 

superpixels exploit the illumination color. The color estimators such as grey world estimates and inverse-

intensity chromaticity space are deployed for evaluating the illumination. 

Grey world estimates: The average scene color is considered to be grey and therefore, the average 

grey gets deviates in accordance with the illumination. Consider the RGB (red, green, blue) colors of a 

pixel placed at x and are given in Eq. (1).  

)]x(F),x(F),x(F[)x(F BGR         (1) 

It is considered to be a linear camera response and truly diffuse reflection and hence is stated in Eq. 

(2). 




d)(S)x,(m)x,(c)x(F ∫         (2) 

In this, the visible light spectrum is defined with η  , the light‟s wavelength is λ , illuminant spectrum 

is denoted as ),( xλc , and the surface reflectance is represented by )(xFG . )(λS is the camera sensitivity to 

color. Based on the manipulation of three parameters, the world grey hypothesis is extended and the 

parameters are smoothing parameter , the order of the derivative p and norm of Minkowski ρ . The 

illuminant color c  is given in Eq. (3). 
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In this, the pixel coordinates are given by x , the scaling factor is R , and the absolute value is depicted 

as . The monitored intensity at a position x that smoothened by the kernel  is )(xFσ and the 
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differentiation is delineated as ∂ . For the color channel, the parameter c is individually evaluated and 

thus the robustness is enhanced by derivative operators. 

Inverse-intensity chromaticity: In contrast to grey world estimates, this technique made an 

assumption to demonstrate the specular reflectance and diffuse. Assume Eq. (1) and that function is 

depicted in Eq. (4). 
T

BGR )]x(F),x(F),x(F[)x(F                                    (4) 

The connection among color channel chromaticity )(xγS , function )(xF and illuminated channel 

chromaticity Sχ is given as per the Eq. (5).  

S
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                               (5) 

The geometric influence is denoted by the function )(xn that is not analytically computed, yet goes 

through a suitable solution. Hence, for identifying the illuminant color is made only through y-

intercept S , which finds by analyzing the pixel.  

3.2 Viola-Jones based Face Detection 

The Viola-Jones algorithm [7] is considered as the fast and efficient algorithm on detecting the face and 

has the computational speed just in milliseconds. At first, the results are differentiated with the 

threshold value, once after subtracting the marked black pixels from the white pixels, so that the 

identification of features is performed on the basis of this criteria. The following are the phases involved 

in the Viola-Jones algorithm.  

 (a) Haar-based features [16]: The white and clack portion of the image is determined by this, which 

exploits the rectangle around the face. 

 (b) Integral image formation [17]: the formation of an integral image is made by the summation of 

individual pixel‟s value with its neighbor‟s pixel value. it can also be defined as the individual pixel‟s 

value is exploited by adding the four neighbor‟s pixel value which gathers within the rectangle area.  

 (c) Adaboost machine-learning approach [18]: the machine -learning approach based on the bagging 

concept is named as AdaBoost and is mainly employed for the face detection process. The AdaBoost 

algorithm is used for selecting the few facial features, whereby makes the computation fast and easier. 

This is assumed as having greater significance as it eliminates the unwanted background.   

 (d) Cascade classifier [19] to concatenate the features: It composed of numerous classifiers that 

permit the selection of the face image. The classifier is given with sub-windows so that, it can examine 

every sub-window to have the face or not.  

Hence, the face detection from the image is successfully made using the Viola-Jones algorithm and is 

then given to the feature extraction process.  

3.3 GLCM based Feature Extraction 

The face-detected image is given as the input to the feature extraction process that made based on GLCM 

[8]. The GLCM algorithm is given as follows: The matrix that explains the diverse grouping distribution 

within the pixel brightness values i.e. grey level which occurs inside an image is termed as GLCM. The 

image‟s texture characteristics on information are gained using GLCM. The spatial correlation at 

orientation angle and precise distance among the two pixels is performed by taking the GLCM texture 

into consideration. Basically, a matrix co-occurrence is formed by means of GLCM within an image data, 

by which the feature‟s matrix function might be gained. The following are the GLCM properties. 

Contrast: It is further called as a summation of squares variance, which defines the evaluation of 

intensity contrast among the pixel and its neighbour within the whole image. Moreover, the summation 

of diversity is also measured in the image‟s grey level. Eq. (6) delineates the evaluation of the contrast 

value.  
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Energy or Uniformity: It quantifies to analyze the intensity in GLCM‟s gray level concentration. 

The summation of squared elements in GLCM is given here. The evaluation of the energy value is in Eq. 

(7). 
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Homogeneity: Inverse Difference Moment is considered as the sharing of proximity measure within 

the elements over GLCM diagonal from the GLCM. The contrast value‟s inverse is termed as 

Homogeneity values and is given in Eq. (8). 
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Correlation: An index by which the reference pixel is associated to the pixel in the distance and 

direction of the whole image is referred as correlation of the pixel. The evaluation of this correlation 

value is made as per Eq. (9), where, the mean and variance are exploited by Eq. (10) and (11). 
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In this, the horizontal coordinates and vertical coordinates matrix is depicted as a and b , and the 

matrix value in a and b coordinate is given as baV , . Finally, after this feature extraction process, the 

extracted features from the image are obtained.  

3.4 Classification  

NN [9] classifier is deployed to classify the extracted facial images for detecting the forgeries. NN is 

explained by the following Eq. (12), (13) and (14).  where i  refers to the hidden neuron, the bias weight 

to thi hidden neuron is given by ( )
( )HI

ib
wt ~ , the count of input neurons is depicted by ( )nI , the count of hidden 

neurons is denoted as  nHI , ( )
( )o

kb
wt ~ expresses the output bias weight to thk layer, ( )

( )o
ikwt symbolizes the 

output weight from thi hidden neuron to thk layer, ( )
( )HI
liwt terms as the weight from thl input to thi hidden 

neuron and AF refers to the activation function. kOP
____

is the network output, predicted output and it is 

given in Eq. (14), kOP is the actual output.  
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The output of the NN is the classified output. 
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4. Whale Optimization Based NN Training 

4.1 Solution Encoding and Objective Function 

The main objective of this research work is to attain precise classification accuracy, and it can be 

achieved only if the Error rate ER gets minimized. Hence for this purpose, this research work exhibits 

the optimal weight wt : ( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( )o
ik

o

kb

HI
li

HI

ib
wtwtwtwtwt ,,,→ ~~ of NN by deploying an optimization concept that 

uses the renowned whale optimization algorithm. The input solution that is given to the proposed model 

is given in Fig. 2. 

 

 wt1 wt1 … wtN 

 
Fig 2. Solution Encoding 

4.2 Whale Optimization Algorithm 

WOA [10] is one of the present optimization algorithms inspired by nature that works on the basis of 

humpback whales. This algorithm is developed based on the bubble-net feeding approach of the whales 

that are recognized as the hunting behaviour. The arithmetical depiction of WOA algorithm is as follows: 

Shrinking encircling mechanism: When hunting the prey‟s, the whale can determine the prey‟s 

current location and they encircle them. The target prey captured by them is depicted as the recent best 

solution. Concurrently, the optimal solution is attained by updating the position. Eq. (15) and (16) 

predicts the whale‟s encircling behaviour.  

))(.. * tHtHZD


                     (15) 

DQtHtH


.)()1( *                     (16) 

In this, the present iteration is given as t , the coefficient vectors are expressed by Q and Z , the best 

solution‟s position vector is depicted as *H and the vector‟s position is portrayed as H , the absolute value 

is delineated as , the element-by-element multiplication is enabled using “.” function.  

On every iteration, *H  requires to be updated on the condition, such that if subsist any better 

solution. The evaluation of vectors Q and Z is exploited using Eq. (17) and (18). 

lr.l2Q


                      (17) 

r2Z


                      (18) 

Here, the l value has a gradual decrease over the interval 2 to 0 (in exploitation and exploration 

phase) and r random vector is limited in the range of [0,1]. 

Spiral Updating position: The arithmetical evaluation of spiral equation on position update among 

the prey and humpback whale is explained by Eq. (19) and (20). 

)t(H)t(HD *


                     (19) 

)t(H)q2.(cose.D)1t(H *dz


                   (20) 

In this, the logarithmic spiral‟s shape is given as d and is always constant, and the random number is 

expressed by q  and is consistently shared within the interval -1 to 1. 

Every encircling path imagines only 50% probability which can pursue the logarithmic path, if not 

the shrinking encircle mechanism during optimization. The arithmetical construction of evaluating the 

probability is depicted as per the Eq. (21), in this the every feasible encircling path is given by pb . 

5.0≥)()2.(cos.)1(

5.0.)()1(

*

*

pbiftHqeDtH

pbifDQtHtH

dz







         (21) 

The global search is taken place by updating the search agent position by means of selected search 

agent in random, despite its dependence on the identified best search agent. If the Q random value poses 

a greater value than one, then this technique might be adopted. Eq. (22) and (23) portrays the 

arithmetical evaluation of this WOA principle.  
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                  (22) 

DQHtH rad
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In this, radH is elected in random from the whales at the present tryout run. The WOA algorithm‟s 

pseudo code is delineated in Algorithm 1. 

 

Algorithm 1: Pseudo code of Whale Optimization algorithm 

Initiate the whale population ),....,2,1=( niHi  

Evaluate the fitness of every search agent 
*H = best search agent 

While )iterationmax<t(  

 For every search agent 

  Update qDQl ,,, and pb  

  if )5.0<(pb  

   if )1<(Q  

    Update the present search agent position by Eq. (15) 

   Else if )1≥(Q  

    Choose the random search agent )( randH  

    Update the present search agent position by Eq. (23) 

   End if 

  Else if )5.0≥(pb  

   Update the current search position by Eq. (20) 

  End if 

 End for 

 Verify if any search agent leave afar the search space and modify it 

 Estimate the fitness of every search agent 

 Update *H as per the best solution 

 1+= tt  

End while 

return *H  

5 Results and Discussions 

5.1 Dataset description 

The simulation experiment of the implemented image forgery detection was made by a software tool 

named MATLAB and the results were analyzed.  

5.2 Description on the dataset 

Two datasets are implemented for the experiment purpose namely DSO-1 and DSI-1. 

 (i) DSO-1 (dataset 1): In this, the image resolution of 2048 × 1536 pixels is used with 200 indoor and 

outdoor images. This dataset is involved with 100 forged images and 100 original images. The forgery of 

the image is made by using more than one individual in the source image with more than one person.  

 (ii) DSI-1 (dataset 2): This involves 50 images having 25 original and 25 forged and that is acquired 

from diverse websites on the Internet having diverse resolutions. 

5.3 Comparative Analysis of dataset 1 

Fig. 3 depicts the analysis on comparison over the proposed and conventional models for dataset 1. The 

performance of the implemented model is viewed under measures like Accuracy, Sensitivity, and 

Specificity. On considering the accuracy measure at learning percentage 0.9, the implemented model has 

a performance that is 45.94%, 35.45%, 3.45% better from kNN, NN and SVM, respectively. Similarly, for 

Sensitivity measure at learning percentage 0.5, the performance of the developed model has attained a 

superior solution than kNN, NN and SVM by 45.12%, 76.09%, and 22.68%, respectively. Further, in 

terms of Specificity at learning percentage 0.7, the introduced method is 49.51%, 17% and 21.35% 
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superior to kNN, NN and SVM, respectively. Therefore, the obtained results have shown the betterment 

of the implemented model over the other conventional models regarding certain measures.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig 3. Comparitive Analysis of the Proposed and Conventional model for dataset 1 regarding (a) 

Accuracy (b) Sensitivity and (c) Specificity    

5.4 Comparative Analysis of dataset 2 

The comparative analysis of the proposed and traditional models for dataset 2 is symbolized in fig. 4. 

Here also, the performance is compared regarding certain measures. The result has explained that the 

performance of the introduced model is 54.92%, 41.26%, and 18.18% better from kNN, NN and SVM, 

respectively in terms of accuracy at learning percentage 0.5. While taking the Sensitivity measure, the 

implanted model has better performance and that is 64%, 48% and 36.43% than kNN, NN and SVM, 

respectively. Likewise, the implemented model in terms of specificity at learning percentage 0.9 has 

gained superior solution over kNN, NN and SVM by 0.99%, 3.63%, and 1.86%, respectively. The result 

has thus revealed the improvement of the proposed model.  

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Fig 4. Comparative Analysis of the Proposed and Conventional model for dataset 2 regarding (a) 

Accuracy (b) Sensitivity and (c) Specificity 

6 Conclusion 

This framework has introduced a new automatic image forgery detection method under four stages (i) 

Illumination map computation, (ii) Face detection, (iii) Feature extraction, and (iv) Classification. The 

first phase has processed as illumination map estimation, which contains two processes gray world 

estimates and inverse-Intensity chromaticity. The next was the face detection stage, where the face can 

be detected by applying the Viola-Jones algorithm. The feature extraction is the subsequent phase that 

uses GLCM for extracting the facial features. In classification, the NN has been deployed to classify the 

extracted features. The optimization was the final tactic in this paper, where the NN‟s weight has been 

optimally selected by means of the WOA algorithm. Finally, the performance of the implanted model was 

distinguished with conventional models and the result was analyzed. On considering the accuracy 

measure at learning percentage 0.9, the implemented model has a performance that was 45.94%, 35.45%, 

3.45% better from kNN, NN and SVM, respectively.  
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